This chapter includes the technical drawings developed from the technical investigation done in the previous chapter. The drawings here are those used in the November examination, illustrating the progression from design development through to resolution.

The chapter starts off with the larger elements of the intervention including the site plan, ground floor plan, first floor plan and sections, ending off with drawings that have a more detailed focus relating to the concept, referring particularly to the parts in relation to the whole. It aims to refine the developmental character of the technical investigation by encompassing technical design drawings.
8.1 SITE PLAN AND PLANS

Figure 8.1: Site plan and Ground Floor- not to scale_ November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.2: Ground Floor - not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
8.2 SECTIONS

Figure 8.4: Section AA- not to scale_ November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.5: Section AA (partial) - not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.7: Detail of roof insertion - not to scale _November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.8-8.11: Existing building elevation with new screens- not to scale_ November exam (Author, 2011).

8.3 ELEVATIONS AND DETAILS

Figure 8.12: West elevation- not to scale_ November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.13-8.14: Staircase details - not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
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Figure 8.15: Corner detail of frame- not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.16-8.18: Handrail and balustrade detail- not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).

Figure 8.19: Location of detail in building- not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.20-8.21: Permanent seating details - not to scale _ November exam (Author, 2011).

Figure 8.22: Location of detail in building - not to scale _ November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.23: Threshold seating detail - not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).

Figure 8.24: Location of detail in building - not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.25: Threshold seating detail- not to scale. November exam (Author, 2011).
Figure 8.26: 3D interior illustration (Author, 2011).